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Abstract
Raymond Garcin, professor of neurology in Paris, France, and his Brazilian assistant, Professor Roberto Melaragno described
in 1948 the phenomenon defined as “bégaiement de la mise en route du mouvement” in patients with Parkinson’s disease.
This was one of the first descriptions of freezing of gait (FOG) in the world.
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Introduction
Freezing is frequent in patients with Parkinson’s disease
(PD), particularly in advanced stages, as well as in other
types of parkinsonism. This may occur in the lower limbs,
upper limbs, and during speech movements [1]. The most
common form, freezing of gait (FOG), is defined as an episodic absence or marked reduction of forward progression
of the feet despite the intention to walk [2]. Garcia-Ruiz
[3] considered that FOG was rarely observed in the end
of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, and
that it was detected after the chronic use of levodopa [3].
However, as pointed out by Foley [4], FOG was already
described during the 1920s in patients with post-encephalitic
parkinsonism.

The aim of this review is to present the contribution of
Professor Raymond Garcin, from Paris, France, and his Brazilian assistant Professor Roberto Melaragno in the study of
FOG in PD patients.

Professor Raymond Garcin and his foreign
assistant Professor Roberto Melaragno—
Paris, 1947–1948
Raymond Garcin (Fig. 1) studied medicine in Paris, where
he became a professor of pathology and, in 1959, a Professorship of Neurological Clinic was created, specially
for him. Garcin, a neurologist with great expertise and
an exceptional interest in neurological semiology, was a
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Fig. 1  Professor Raymond Garcin (1897–1971) and Professor
Roberto Melaragno (1919–
1998) (extracted from Google
Images, February 28, 2021)

contemporary of Georges Guillain and Théophile Alajouanine [5]. He published more than 300 scientific articles;
one of the most famous was from his 1927 thesis, entitled
“Le syndrome paralytique global des nerfs crâniens.” This
became known as Garcin’s syndrome [5, 6].
Roberto Melaragno Filho (Fig. 1) graduated from the
University of São Paulo, where he worked as an assistant
physician in the neurology department [7]. In 1947 and
1948, he completed his studies at the Paris Faculty of Medicine under Professor Raymond Garcin. Back in Brazil, he
was appointed Free Lecturer in Neurology at the Hospital
das Clínicas of the University of São Paulo, in 1954, where
he remained until 1965 [7].

Bégaiement de la mise en route du
mouvement
The phenomenon of FOG in PD patients was already well
known among French neurologists, particularly in the early
twentieth century. According to Garcin [8], several neurologists defined the phenomenon under different names,
Gabrielle Lévy as “d´astasie-abasie trépidant” (trepidant
astasia-abasia), Lhermitte defined that “le malade trépigne
sur place sans progresser, puis brusquement s´élance”
(the patient stumbles on the spot without progressing, then
suddenly throws himself), Cornil and Georges studied the
so-called dysbasie trépidante (trepidant dysbasia), Michon
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(from Nancy) used the term “signe du piétinement” (trampling sign), or “signe du broutage” (sign of grazing) [9].
Garcin and Melaragno studied several patients with PD
and gait disorders, and they observed several characteristic
aspects of FOG. Part of the study was published by Melaragno in 1948 in the journal of the Brazilian Academy of
Neurology, Archives of Neuropsychiatry, where the author
first used the term “bégaiement de la mise en route du mouvement” (stuttering when starting the movement), a disorder observed in patients with extra-pyramidal syndromes,
in particular PD (Fig. 2) [9]. The following year, Garcin
presented a report on the topic at the meeting of Societé
Française de Neurologie, which was later published in the
Revue Neurologique in 1949 (Fig. 3) [8]. In this report, Garcin describes in detail several aspects of what much latter
was defined as FOG: “the occasion of crossing the threshold
of a door, crossing a single restricted space, the need to slow
down the walk, the patient whose wandering was until then
normal, stops, stepping on the spot for a longer or shorter
time” [8].
It is clear that Garcin also recognized the responsiveness of FOG to some external cues. Cues are defined as
discrete targets or references for the execution of a movement, thereby invigorating and facilitating movement [10]:
“Il suffit parlois de le prendre par la main ou de lui donner
avec un doigt un appui psychique pour que la marche puisse reprendre comme auparavant” (It suffices to take him
by the hand or to give him psychic support with a finger
so that walking can resume as before). Garcin also related
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Fig. 2  Melaragno’s publication
about “Bégaiement de la mise
en route du mouvement” in the
Arquivos de Neuropsiquiatria,
1948 (extracted from reference
27)

the observed gait abnormalities to the “staso-basophobie”
(stasibasiphobia) of some dementias [8].
Finally, Garcin comments on the best definition of the
problem: “Il y soulvent aussi une difficulté dans le départ.
Le démarrage de la marche est particulièrement troublé.
Le sujet, au moment où il veut avancer, peut rester un court
instant comme cloué au sol ou n´avancer qu´après une série
d’hésitations, de piétinements sur place, qui rappellent par
leur caractère spasmodique l’effort si spécial du bègue
avant qu’ìl articule le mot qu’il veut prononcer. Le terme de
‘bégaiement de la mise em route’ nous est apparu, à Melaragno comme à moi, le plus expressif et le plus adéquat – du
moins provisoirement- pour désigner ce trouble, dénomination qui nous a été suggériée d’ailleurs par nos malades euxmêmes…” (“There is also a difficulty in the departure. The

start of the gait is particularly troubled. The subject, when
he wants to move forward, can remain for a short time as if
pinned to the ground or only move forward after a series of
hesitations of trampling on the spot, which recall due to their
spasmodic character the special effort of the stammers before
he speaks the word he wants to say. The term ‘start-up stuttering’ appeared to us to Melaragno as to me, the most expressive
and the most adequate – at least temporarily – to designate
this disorder, a name which has been suggested to us by our
patients themselves…”).
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Fig. 3  Garcin’s communication about “Bégaiement de la
mise en route,” in the Revue
Neurologique, 1949 (extracted
from reference 26)

Conclusion

Declarations

French authors, in particular Garcin, in association with
his foreign assistant (“Assistant à titre étranger”) Melaragno, described the presence of FOG in patients with PD,
in 1948, many years before the classic definition of FOG
[8, 9]. Its observation may have become more frequent
with the chronic use of levodopa, as pointed out by GarciaRuiz [3], but the observation of FOG was no semiological
breakdown. With this work, we point out that FOG was
already a well-recognized sign in patients with PD before
levodopa, even among French neurologists.
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